
Cosmic God

Proverbs 8:22-31; Psalm 148; Colossians 1:15-20; John 6:41-51

On this final Sunday of the Season of Creation we celebrate Cosmos Sunday. When I think

about the cosmos it makes me think of the Big Bang Theory (not the TV show) which modern science

tells us was how our planet, and the ever-expanding universe, was created . In church speak we talk

about it as Creation which is rooted in the creation stories found  in Genesis 1 and 2.  Stories that are

usually amalgamated into one Creation story, even though these are entirely different stories from

different writers with different agendas. Yet these are not the only Creation stories you can find in the

Bible. Proverbs 8 is a story of creation that is different again, with Wisdom herself proudly declaring

that she is the very first of all of God’s created order; pre-dating the clouds and the oceans, the hills

and the fields. 

Wisdom then goes on to point out that she was working beside God as – and here the Hebrew

is delightfully vague – perhaps an artisan, or a little child, or even a teacher. The specifics of that

definition will never be truly known for the word in verse 30, ‘amon,’ is ambiguous at best. But what

may be most surprising of all is Wisdom’s declaration that she was having fun, frolicking before God

throughout the entire creative process, and delighting in the human race. 

Given that too much of Christian history has taken as its starting point a sense that humanity is

depraved from the beginning, this is an astonishing declaration, directly from scripture: Wisdom, one

of God’s greatest of all creations, delights in humankind. How different our sense of the entire

cosmos could be if we truly grasped this, and recognized that God undoubtedly delights in us all, too. 

Similar feelings come to play in Psalm 148, in which all the cosmos is called upon to praise

God. All creatures, all people – king and commoner, young and old, men and women. Beyond that,

we are told that God holds humanity close, which strongly suggests an undying, everlasting love for
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the crown of divine creation. 

The hymn in Colossians 1:15–20 is generally considered to have originated outside of the

letter itself, and may – in its original form – have even been non-Christian. But here it is used for the

single purpose of glorifying Jesus Christ and declaring unequivocally that Christ is the head of the

church, the firstborn of all creation, the overarching being that surpasses all things. Bits of John 1

come into the hymn as we are told that all things were created by Christ, and this, in turn, takes us

back to Proverbs – leaving us with the notion that Christ has somehow managed to embody the

wonders of the Wisdom of God. 

Just as the Colossians reading sought to declare that the human Jesus was also the Cosmic

Christ, so in the reading from the Gospel of John similar truths are proclaimed. Jesus, whose parents

the locals all know, is also the bread of life, the food that sustains all people. Made of matter to give

eternal life, John’s gospel describes how Jesus the Christ is both the substance and the way of

Wisdom and her reconciling nature in creation.

These cosmic images stretch our thinking about God. They help us to move beyond having a

too small image of God to an image that encompasses not just our little world and our small

understanding of God but extends to, and includes, the infinite and ever expanding Cosmos. When

we move beyond the tribal-bound images that make a God who is only for us, whether it be just our

congregation, denomination, or our faith based exclusive understanding of God to the Cosmic God

who infuses the universe it makes us view the world very differently. If God indeed is an integral part

of every particle of the entire universe how then should we live?

My first Sunday in leading worship here 18 years ago occurred on the Sunday which followed

the catastrophic crashing of 2 commercial airliners into the twin towers in New York city. A horrific

event which resulted in thousands of deaths and was soon dubbed 9-11. For many people the
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conflict was seen to be religiously based and everyone was shocked that such an event could

happen in North America. In the aftermath of the tragedy many people sought ways to reach out in

solidarity, particularly to the members of the Muslim community, who were now living with fear of

reprisal or suffering vilification.

Brian McLaren tells a wonderful story of his own experience during that time:

“Like a lot of churches, our little congregation held a prayer service While praying, I felt a voice

speaking, as it were, in my chest: Your Muslim neighbours are in danger of reprisals. You must try to

protect them. The next morning, I wrote and made copies of a letter extending, belatedly, friendship

toward Muslim communities in my area, and offering solidarity and help if simmering anti-Muslim

sentiments would be translated into action. I drove to the three mosques nearby—I had never visited

them before—and tried to deliver my letter in person.

The first two were locked tight—no doubt for fear of reprisals—so I put my letters in the

mailbox. When I arrived at the third mosque, a TV satellite truck was pulling out. There had in fact

been an incident the afternoon before. A Muslim woman—easily identified by her religious

dress—had been pushed down on the sidewalk, and an angry man stood over her and shouted.

You’re probably glad this happened.” The TV crew had come to get a statement from the local imam

about the incident.

As the TV truck pulled out, the automatic gates were closing so I—without thinking—stepped

on the gas and rushed my car through the gates. When the imam saw a stranger speeding into his

driveway, he ran toward me, motioning for me to stop. I slammed on my brakes, threw the

transmission into park, and jumped out, leaving the engine still running. I couldn’t have been more

intimidating to the poor imam!
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I clumsily introduced myself as the pastor from down the street, apologized both for my scary

entry and for my failure to visit sooner. I then handed him my letter, which he opened and read as I

stood there awkwardly. I remember the imam, a man short in stature, slowly looking down at the

letter in the bright September sun, then up into my face, then down, then up, and each time he

looked up, his eyes were more moist. Suddenly, he threw his arms around me—a perfect stranger

who had entered his property in a less-than sensitive way. I still remember the feeling of his head

pressed against my chest, squeezing me as if I were his long lost brother.

“It means so much to me that you have come,” he said. Please, please, please come inside.” I

had never been in a mosque before, much less in an imam’s office (which in case you’re interested, a

lot like my own office, except much neater, and all the books were in Arabic). My host welcomed me

not with hostility or even suspicion, but with the open heart of a friend. And so that day a friendship

began between an Evangelical pastor named Brian and a Muslim imam we’ll call Ahmad.

A few days later, the youth group from our church made a colourful banner expressing their

desire for there to be friendship between the youth of the mosque and the youth of our church. The

banner was covered in their names, each handwritten with a coloured marker. (The imam hung the

banner in the back of the mosque, where it remained for months.) The women of our church heard

about the Muslim lady who had been pushed down on the sidewalk, and in response they made a list

of names and phone numbers, offering to accompany any Muslim women to the store or an

appointment if they were for any reason afraid. The mosque began hosting community dinners to

which our people were invited along with people from other faith communities in the area, and many

of us have warm memories of delicious Pakistani food shared in the basement of the well-appointed

mosque.

The friendship between our congregations grew through a series of interfaith dialogues we
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organized and Ahmad and I began meeting for lunch every month or so. Ahmad wasn’t much for

phone conversations and didn’t have an email address back then. He followed more traditional and

humane ways of staying in touch—by visiting me in person. If Ahmad wanted to talk about something

or arrange for our next lunch meeting, he knew one place one day each week where I could be

found—Sunday mornings at church. So that’s when he would drop by, fully resplendent in his

traditional garb.

Some people were, I imagine, a little shocked at first to see a Muslim cleric walking through

the church lobby as people chatted over coffee and bagels. But because our congregations had

developed a friendship, he was soon recognized and welcomed. Several times, I remember someone

coming up and whispering in my ear, “Brian, your imam is looking for you.” There was something

wonderfully right about Ahmad feeling so at home that he could come find me before or between

services on a Sunday to schedule our next lunch meeting. (Why Did Jesus, Moses, the Buddha, and

Mohammed Cross the Road? Brian D. McLaren p. 225-227).

Remember Wisdom’s words? “Then I was beside him like an architect. . . happy with the world

and pleased with the human race.” That is the gift of wisdom bestowed by the God who created the

cosmos, the wisdom the world needs - to reach out in love to one another to share the wonder that

we know in the God of the Cosmos and to bring peace to our world and live in harmony with the

universe. Thanks be to God. Amen.
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